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Ab s tract
Introduction: The aim of this study was to investigate the mediating role of students' activating
positive achievement emotions, in the relationship between faculty's support of autonomy and
students' agentic engagement.
Method: This research was a correlational study, in which a structural equation modeling was been
used to analyze a conceptual model. The sample included 389 undergraduate students of Ferdowsi
University of Mashhad, who were selected by randomized multistage cluster sampling method. Data
was collected through the Autonomy-Supportive Environment Questionnaire, the Agentic Engagement
Scale and the three subscales of Achievement Emotions Questionnaire.
Results: The results showed that supporting autonomy has a significant direct effect on activating
positive achievement emotions and it affects agentic engagement indirectly, via achievement emotions.
Conclusion: Accordingly, students' activating positive achievement emotions play a mediating role
between autonomy-supportive faculty and their agentic engagement.
Keywords: Agentic Engagement, Autonomy-Supportive Faculty, Achievement Emotions

Introduction
One of the fundamental constructs in educational psychology domain is "academic
engagement" [1]. Engagement is defined as an energized, directed and durable action [2].
Energy, purpose and durability are among the basic concepts of motivational topics, since
engagement is considered as the "outward manifestation" of motivation; motivation is the
underlying source of energy, purpose and durability, while engagement is their visible
quality of them [3]. Academic engagement, in particular, is considered as a learner's
constructive, enthusiastic, willing and cognitively-focused participation in learning activities
[4]. The importance of academic engagement is because it is known as a "proximal process".
The only way to attain achievement (learning, good grades, effective coping, resilience, etc.)
in learning environments is through academic engagement, and the various (environmental
and individual) factors affecting achievement may only play their role in learner's
achievement via academic engagement [5].
Theorists of academic engagement have proposed various dimensions for this construct,
including behavioral (effort and perseverance) and cognitive (applying effective cognitive
strategies) dimensions. In recent years, a new dimension has been introduced, known as
"agentic engagement", which implies that, in addition to cognitive and behavioral
engagement, a learner plays an active role in the process of learning [6]. Not only does one
try to learn, but he/she also makes effort to create a more motivationally supportive
environment for himself/herself. Agentic engagement is defined as a learner's constructive
role in the process of learning. Expressing preferences, interests, needs, ideas, asking
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questions, giving suggestions, asking for references, and
asking for more explanation, are some examples of
agentic actions [7].
Agentic engagement is like other dimensions of
engagement in that it is a constructive and studentinitiated path towards academic achievement, but it also
has a significant qualitative difference with them. Actually,
agentic engagement is a unique proactive and
transactional form of engagement. Proactive means
students perform some actions before the onset of a
learning activity (e.g., they ask their teacher, "Can we do
this?"), and transactional means they negotiate with their
teacher to create a more motivationally supportive
environment (e.g., they talk to their teacher about how
challenging, personal, satisfying or goal-congruent a
learning activity is). Among the various dimensions of
engagement, the agentic dimension is the only one which
neutralizes the direct effect of environmental factors on
achievement and explains the unique variance of
achievement. It means that agency completely mediates
the relationship between environment and positive
academic outcomes. Therefore, the current study has
focused on this dimension of engagement [6].
Academic engagement and, in particular, agentic
engagement results from the interaction between
learning environment (teachers, school authorities, etc.)
and learner-related individual factors. According to the
Student-Teacher Dialectical Framework [8], which is based
on the metatheory of self-determination [9], learners are
innately active and may constructively engage in their
environment. These innate actions originate from
inherent (e.g., psychological basic needs) and acquired
(e.g., interests, preferences and values) internal motivation
resources. Learning environments either develop these
motivation
resources
(autonomy-supportive
environment) or fail them (controlling environment).
Autonomy-supportive environment vitalizes learner's
internal motivation resources by providing him/her with
provisions. This motivation manifests in action and
learners' agentic engagement will be seen in learning
activities. The role of autonomy-supportive environment
in academic engagement has been mentioned in the SelfSystem Model of Motivational Development [2] and
General Positive Motivational Development Model [3], as
well. Several studies have highlighted the effective role of
autonomy-supportive
environment
in
academic
engagement and assets [10-14].
Provision of choice, provision of criticism and provision
of goal/value/interest examination, are three important
characteristics of autonomy-supportive environments
[15]. Provision of choice means providing one with an
environment in which he/she can choose among different
choices. Provision of criticism means providing one with
an opportunity to express his/her opposition or
agreement, in an empathetic, and respectful environment.
Provision of goal/value/interest examination means
providing one with an opportunity to engage in activities,
experiences and discussions which allow him/her to
critically examine and reflect upon his/her goals, values
and interests.
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Furthermore, in the Motivational-Emotional Model [16],
learner's emotional experiences are proximal antecedents
of engagement in learning environments; that is, different
influential factors affect engagement via academic
emotions. The importance of emotions in academic
engagement is so much that academic emotions are
introduced as the engagement catalyst; a facilitator which
accelerates one's engagement in learning tasks [17].
Academic emotions are experienced in learning
environments and are inseparable and ubiquitous parts of
them. These emotions include achievement emotions,
which are directly related to achievement activities or
outcomes and are based on one's judgement of activities
and outcomes, based on competence-related standards.
Achievement emotions are classified based on three
dimensions of object focus, valence and activation. In the
object focus dimension, achievement emotions are either
outcome-related (e.g., hope and pride) or activity-related
(e.g., enjoyment). In the valence dimension, achievement
emotions are divided into pleasant (positive) emotions
and unpleasant (negative) emotions. In the activation
dimension, psychological activating states (e.g., pride and
enjoyment) are differentiated from deactivating states
(e.g., relief and contentment) [18].
In contrast to previous theories, which assumed, during
performing a task, emotions wastes one's resources [19],
in the Control-Value Model of achievement emotions [16],
this effect belongs to task-unrelated emotions. In positive
task-related emotions, such as hope and pleasure, the
task per se is the object of emotion. Therefore, during
positive emotional experiences, learners' resources
become focused on the given task and lead to their
engagement, particularly in an agentic way. Furthermore,
according to previous theories, experience of positive
emotions implied that everything was satisfactory and
there was no need for further engagement [20]. However,
as it was noticed in Control-Value Model of emotions [16],
these previous theories have ignored the two dimensions
of valence and activating emotions; only the positive
activating emotions, such as hope and pride, promote
agentic engagement. Therefore, the current study
investigates three emotions of hope, enjoyment and
pride. The role of emotions in engagement and academic
assets [21-28] and the role of autonomy-supportive
environment in academic emotions [29-33] have been
confirmed in several studies.
According to the above explanations, the conceptual
model of this research has been developed. When the
faculty provides the students with choice, criticism and
value examination opportunities, it will result in agentic
engagement via activating positive emotional experiences
such as hope, enjoyment and pride. Therefore, the current
study aims to examine the conceptual model that is
presented in Figure 1.

Method
This research was a correlational study, in which the
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) has been used for
analyzing the relationships between the proposed model
variables. In this model, exogenous, mediator and
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Figure 1. Conceptual Model of Current Study

endogenous variables are considered as the autonomysupportive characteristics of faculties (based on indicators
of provision of choice, criticism and goal/value/interest
examination), activating positive achievement emotions
(based on indicators of hope, pride and enjoyment) and
agentic engagement. The statistical population of this
study includes all undergraduate students of Ferdowsi
University of Mashhad in the first semester of 2018-2019.
By using the randomized multistage cluster sampling, 389
students were selected as the research sample group.
From among each five randomly chosen faculties of
Ferdowsi University of Mashhad (Literature and Human
Sciences, Mathematical Sciences, Basic sciences,
Agriculture, and Psychology and Educational Sciences),
two classes were randomly selected, and all of their
students were included in the study. Data collection
instruments included:
The Agentic Engagement Scale of the Academic
Engagement Questionnaire: Agentic engagement was
assessed using the agentic engagement scale of
Academic Engagement Questionnaire [7]. This 5-item
scale is scored on a Likert scale, ranging from 1 (totally
disagree) to 5 (totally agree). Convergent validity method
was carried out for validity examination. The Academic
Engagement Questionnaire score has a significant
positive correlation with the Psychological Needs
Satisfaction Scale score (0.45) and the Academic selfefficacy Questionnaire score (0.40) [7]. Confirmatory
factor analysis and Cronbach's alpha coefficient were
carried out respectively to determine the reliability and
validity of the Academic Engagement Questionnaire in the
current study. Confirmatory factor analysis showed that all
items had a significant factor load higher than 0.45
(p<0.001). The goodness of fit indices of factor analysis
model confirmed the desired fitness of the model. The
Cronbach's alpha coefficient was 0.81.
The
Autonomy-Supportive
Environment
Questionnaire: Provision of choice and provision of
criticism subscales of Autonomy-Supportive Environment
Questionnaire [34] and a new scale, called
goal/value/interests examination support scale [15], were
used to assess faculty's support of autonomy. Each scale
includes 7 items, scoring on a Likert scale, ranging from 1
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(totally agree) to 5 (totally disagree). Confirmatory factor
analysis confirms the desired reliability of this
questionnaire. The validity of each scale was measured
using Cronbach's alpha coefficient, and the results for
provision of choice, provision of criticism and provision of
goal/value/interest examination scales were 0.84, 0.81
and 0.89, respectively. In the current study, confirmatory
factor analysis and Cronbach's alpha coefficient were
carried out to evaluate the reliability and validity of the
autonomy-supportive
questionnaire,
respectively.
Confirmatory factor analysis showed that all items had a
significant factor load higher than 0.40 (p<0.001), and, like
the original study and in line with researcher's
expectations, were loaded on their related factors. Fitness
indices of the factor analysis model confirmed the desired
fitness of the model. The Cronbach's alpha coefficients for
provision of choice, provision of criticism and provision of
goal/value/interest
examination
and
the
total
questionnaire were 0.85, 0.78, 0.88 and 0.86, respectively.
Three subscales of the Achievement Emotions
Questionnaire: This questionnaire has been developed to
study achievement emotions [35]. Three subscales of
hope, enjoyment and pride include 47 items, which are
scored on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (totally
disagree) to 5 (totally agree). Cronbach's alpha has been
reported 0.75 to 0.95 for the subscales, which showed
their acceptable validity. In the current study,
Confirmatory factor analysis showed that all items had a
significant factor load higher than 0.40 (p<0.001).
Cronbach's alpha coefficients ranged from 0.80 to 0.89 for
various emotions.

Results

Following the initial data screening (evaluating
missing data and evaluating outliers) and analyzing
the descriptive findings (Table 1), some of the main
assumptions
of
the
SEM
(normality,
linear
relationship, and multicollinearity) were examined.
Then, 8 indices were considered to determine the
model fit. At first, the insignificant path (the direct
relationship
between
autonomy-supportive
and
agentic engagement) was omitted from the model
to obtain a better model fit. After on, some of the
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AMOS-suggested
modifications,
including
calculating the covariance between the observed
variables errors, were applied. Adjusted goodness
of fit confirmed the desired fit of the model
(Table 2).
The results of the analysis of measurement models and
structural model are illustrated in figure 2. Analysis of the
two measurement models showed that regression
coefficients of both models were significant, which
indicated that all indices were determinants of the related
latent variables. Among the three indices of autonomysupportive faculty variable, provision of criticism had the
most weight in defining this latent variable. In other

Fitness Index
Amount

X2/df
2.17

GFI
0.97

AGFI
0.96

words, it was the most powerful index of it. The most
powerful index of achievement emotions was hope.
Table 1. Mean and Standard Deviation of Research Variables
Variables

Mean

Standard Deviation

Provision of Choice
Provision of Criticism
Provision of
Examination
Hope
Pride
Enjoyment
Agentic Engagement

19.8
22.4
20.20

4.39
3.51
3.46

50.09
48.58
59.34
15.86

9.20
8.25
12.40
4.22

Table 2. Model Fit Indices
CFI
NFI
IFI
0.97
0.95
0.98

TLI
0.94

RMSEA
0.05

PCLOSE
0.36

Figure 2. Standardized Regression Weights in Model

The results of the structural model analysis, namely the
direct effect of latent variables and estimation of the
indirect impact, using bootstrapping (95% CI), showed
that the variable of faculty's support of autonomy had a
significant direct effect on students' positive achievement
emotions. The direct effect of faculty's support of
autonomy on students' agentic engagement was
insignificant and omitted from the model initially.
Furthermore, faculty's support of autonomy had a
significant indirect effect on students' agentic
engagement, via their positive achievement emotions.

Students' achievement emotions also had a significant
positive effect on agentic engagement. Table 3 presents
all direct, indirect and total effects of the Structural
Equation Modeling. Overall, according to the obtained
results, students' activating positive achievement
emotions may mediate the relationship between faculty's
support of autonomy and students' agentic engagement,
and this model explains 41% of students' agentic
engagement variance by two variables of faculty's support
of autonomy and students' activating positive
achievement emotions.

Table 3. Direct, Indirect and Total Effects in Model
Path
Direct Effect Indirect Effect Total Effect Explained Variance
To Achievement Emotions From Autonomy Support
0.45*
----0.45*
29%
From Autonomy Support
---0.31*
0.31*
To Agentic Engagement
41%
From Achievement Emotions
0.59**
---0.59**
*P< 0.05 **P< 0.001

Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the mediating
role of students' activating positive achievement
emotions, in the relationship between faculty's support of
autonomy and students' agentic engagement. The results
showed that the variable of activating positive
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achievement emotions completely mediated the
relationship between faculty's support of autonomy and
students' agentic engagement.
A faculty provides an autonomous motivationssupportive environment, by providing provision of choice
in learning activities, such as how to perform a task and
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how to choose headings, and also by considering
students' comments and ideas and accepting their
criticisms and providing an opportunity for reflecting
upon important life issues, values and concerns. Such an
environment responds to students' internal motivations
(needs, goals, interests and preferences) and,
consequently, develops their positive sense of self and
self-confirmation [2]. It also leads to positive
motivational/cognitive appraisals like appraisal of the
learning task value and the controllability of the learning
process [16]. This sense of self and positive appraisals may
create positive emotional experiences in relation to
learning tasks. In such an environment, students enjoy
being in the classroom, learning new topics, performing
tasks, and learning challenges. They look forward to their
future achievements and they are sure that they will
understand the topics in the future. They are also proud
of their achievement in performing learning tasks.
Experiencing these activating positive emotions is not
the only outcome of an autonomous motivationssupportive environment; it also manifests motivation in
action and facilitates students' agentic actions (asking
questions, expressing preferences, etc.). During learning
tasks, these positive emotions generally expand
momentary thought-action repertoire, and increase
approach-oriented behaviors which lead to agentic
engagement in learning tasks. Experiencing negative
emotions during a task restricts thought-action repertoire
and, by focusing a learner's mindsets on avoidant
behaviors against negative emotions creating threats,
makes agentic engagement in task extremely challenging.
Furthermore, expanding the thought-action repertoire
develops new personal resources (such as resilience),
which not only facilitate momentary agentic engagement,
but also play an effective positive role in learner's further
engagements in learning activities [36, 37].
In the model of the current study, the direct effect of
autonomy support was omitted. The faculty's support of
autonomous motivations leads to students' active and
constructive action in the learning process, via activating
a positive achievement emotions path. This finding
explains why sometimes, despite an autonomysupportive environment, agentic engagement does not
start, or in some cases even starts but does not continue.

and, according to the findings of this research, it is
suggested that the question of "how should we create
positive emotional experiences for students, in relation to
learning tasks?" should be added to the first question.
Since
autonomy-supportive
environment
affects
students' agentic engagement, via activating positive
achievement emotions, ignoring the part of learning taskrelated emotional experiences, such as hope, pride and
enjoyment, may make many efforts made in learning
environments to promote the motivational part (support
of autonomous motivations), in hopes of obtaining
agentic engagement and, consequently, students'
academic achievements, fruitless.
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